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HELLO READER We are only
responsible for our articles etc. others herein are
for theirs responsible or like Jane’s are in honour
of them for being a Folk Patriot until their death.
Whatever pedantics think about my grammar I
hope you clearly grasp what I say about which
you are free to payfully use Your Voice in “Our
Voice” to write, if you stay in our Folk Family
norms of decency and is not insultive of anyone
e.g. intrusive on their private life which is not
against the criminal law or their social stated
morals, otherwise you get your money back
from this pioneering paper, which as an open

Folk Forum gives payers the means ( By we
being viably cheap with only entrants proved too

poor to pay being dependent on the editor ) to
publicly say their opinions on anything in this
paper’s Economics; Country; Culture; Health;
Home; Politics; Travel; Sport etc. sections

About its section place, entrants must trust the

Editors’ layout decision.   The ethnic media e.g.
Asian Times; The (Caribbean) Gleaner; Jewish
and Muslim Chronicles;  The Voice ( Headlined

as being “Britains Best Black Paper”) rightly
support their kind, faiths etc. but under the
Parasites’ and Folk Traitors’ vile propaganda
media made hostile social climate  ( That has
cowed Our Folk to accept alien control of our
economy and so military, political, cultural
dictatorship of our country ) these papers,
books etc. are in libraries and sold in shops while

true Folk Loyal British ones are accused of
racism etc. for supporting. as do the alien media,  
their folk and banned in Free Speech’s name, to
choke us to death against which “Our Voice”

etc. will fight to the death.   Wily Alien Racists  
call us racists to exalt their race and stop us
from seeing nature has bred many races with
richly diverse ethnics, cultures, giving Africans,
Asians, Caucasians, Orientals a natural pride in
their forebears and so defend their race, culture,

land etc. as nature’s raw law says:  Any specie

unfit to live does into death flit.  So as all
healthy races we defend ours but don’t brazenly

assume we are a superior God Chosen Race
picked to rule the world, as do the  
megalomaniac phoney semite, pseudo jew,
anti-goyite, paranoic Zionist bigots thru their
repulsively offensive   Elitist Racism.

Read OUR VOICE on ab4ps.com/page6.htm

AS THESE BOOKS ARE BY PPPP HAND MADE WE MUST

SELL 1: 1: 1: 1: (OUR MANIFESTO) THE JUSTICEANS’

MILLENNIA  2000    AD+ 2:2:2:2: FOLK LOYAL ACTIVIST’S

FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES  3: 3: 3: 3: ATHENIA THEATRE
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“To be, or not
to be: that is the

question: Whether
‘tis nobler in the

mind to suffer  The
slings and arrows of
outrageous  fortune,

Or take up arms
against a sea of

troubles,  And by
opposing end them?

Shakespeare

Price of freedom
is eternal vigil-
ance. Thomas

Jefferson

 “I know not what
course others may
take, but as for me,
give me liberty or
give me death!" --

Patrick Henry

During times of uni-
versal deceit, telling
the truth becomes a
revolutionary act." -

George Orwell

“Words of freedom
only speak thru acts
to make them living
facts.”  F.P.Walsh

Liberty can only be
thru breaking laws
and forces that up-

hold dictators  FPW

“Folk Traitors and
aliens want us to
hate ourselves for

hating they who hate
us for loving our

Folk Loyal mates.”
F.P.Walsh

“The Folk Loyalists’
duty is to free their
folk from any alien
yoke by all needed
means.”  F.P.Walsh

By Folk Traitors etc.
outlawing our right

to hate them they are
forbidding us the

right to love anyone
against them. For
without Love we

cannot hate   FPW

Life is  the strife
between all species
to survive and thrive

FPW
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AGAINST ZIONISM & ITS “CHOSEN” RACISM
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OUR RACE  IS OUR RELIGION

  Serialed extracts from the PPPP’s verse book : FOLK LOYAL ACTIVISTSFOLK LOYAL ACTIVISTSFOLK LOYAL ACTIVISTSFOLK LOYAL ACTIVISTS

FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES FORGET-ME-NOT VERSES  ( ISBN 0952971909 )
   BIRTH    Love's chance vives the dice of life   Fusing the erotic ecstasy of
sensuous intimacy   Fertilising the ovaries to foster its foetus    Romantic emo-
tions fate mated whims bind us   Firmly shaped by genetic code a life's abode
Blooming with pregnant joy a womans womb  Glittering her eyes with the light
of soul fulfilment   Glowing her features with the aura of rapturous bliss   The
spermed ovary of life rests nestled in its nest   As the foetus grows in the cosy
walls of the uterus   Its body and soul fed thru its ova pulsing placenta   With
joy and fret nine months grow into an embryo   Boy or Girl - One or more - Sick
or Healthy   Will Pappa be a worthy loving man and happy   Having strength
of breed to help raise his seed   With often painy kicks Tiny tosses in Mama's
tummy   As life's creators stretch the muscles of labour   In reaction to the in-
creasing uterus contractions   Causing the leaking of 'The Waters" that begin
the flow   Of Mama's feelings twixt Hell and Heaven into Limbo   Biting her lips
as baby moves head down into its slip   For the tasky passage thru the cervix
gate down the pelvic pass   Motioning the burning push and pull pains of
parturition   From Hell's torments passing into Heavenly moments   Cutting the
umbilical cord to birth child and mother   Bonded love cuddled - Soft breasts
suckled - Cosy bosom cradled  Such are the feelings of love's worth  When
spirited into being in heaven on earth   After moments of hell in giving life Birth

   DEBATE  Sterilised from British Folk dialect   Accented by tutors of the
Norman royal school   Tones of chide fostered by arrogant overclass pride
Pierce one's ears from the chairman in haughty high   Cutting the blooming
babel of student audience zeal   Chatty voices - Tinkling glasses - Shifting
chairs   With their doers feet shuffle to a mumble  jumble nigh  Dead silence
reigns as the motion is read it being said   This house believes British parliam-
entary democracy   No longer responds to the electorate's desires   Proposer
on your left the Communist Party   Opposer on your right the Conservative
Party   With reviling tongues of hostility   Each proclaim their self good purity
Their hack work pecked with lewd heckle   Showing their Bourgeois - Socialist
comradeship   Socially contracted by their lingual pornography   The sewer
depths of social decadent senility   Foretells coming depths of their cult's
imbecility   That spews from the sordid vocal drains of sick brains   In
Reactionary Bourgeois Marxist romantic revolutionaries   And Conservatives
who hotly oppose the motion's validity  Believing that British parliamentary
democracy   Always represented the electorate faithfully   As they uphold
royalty in the name of democracy  And legislate against the electorate's will
Public viewing of the perverts' obscenities  That debase natural love's
personal intimacy   Its sensitive feelings of emotional ecstasy   Transgressed
by the parasite perverts' press  To brain pollute the awakening religious
drugged masses   And keep them enslaved as the leechers worked asses  As
Karl Marx said: "The generic relation of men and women   Becomes an object
of commerce  Woman is bartered”   The Communists uphold the motion with
cliche speeches   Hewing the images of their dreamt paradise society
Marxism simply penned - Shepherds and sheep   The motion chews on to
puppy puns   Question time comes with like lines   With talk which makes the
motion a joke   I think of pieces of social injustices   That imprison the honest
in slum grime   Anger raises me to ask and am granted speech time   Alas I
just foam protest against both sides   And ramble from the motion's line by
saying mine   Some clap applaud but I feel not worth award The motion sourly
chews on for another hour  Giving much tongue to the perverts' slung dung
Who as lewd minded prudes in their homes say its rude   Vote count ends the
debate against the motion   My thoughts wander over the debate's opinions
Then comes the notion that it is an irrational motion   As democracy presumes
response to the electorates desires  The motion would have better been:
British parliamentary rule  Very seldom represents the electorate's desires
For what robbed worker's mean paid toil  Could grease the politicians' palms
with ease   The creaky creeps of corrupt politics to oil             CM 1976 OV Ed.
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In Jane’s Winter  1980 “CHOICE” MINORITY OPINION RUN RIOT
   The the English editor of the American magazine TIME also bears a heavy
responsibility for publishing last August an insensitive, inaccurate article on
Britain’s so-called multiracial society entitled “Underclass in the making”.  The
authoress, in common with so many of her profession, had evidently only sought
information from the Establishment and the race industry, and had scarcely
bothered to make her own investigations and discover the real facts for herself.
the result was a lot of opinions and allusions hurtful to a proud island nation
struggling desperately to maitain its identity and chosen way of life.  A nation
constantly vilified and accused of ‘racism’ because it is resisting a mulitracial
invasion and the threatened overthrow of its Christian civilistion.

   Signifiantly, the article was sub-headed “Britain’s multiracial society has
brought change — and rising fears,” and the opening paragraph opened with
these words: “The 16th century was drawing to a close when Elizabeth I,
surveying her kingdom, wrote a fretful letter to the Lord Mayors of England’s
principal cities:   ‘There are of late divers blackmoores brought into this realme,
of which kind of people there are already here to manie.’  Her command:  ‘Those
kind of people should be sent forth of the land.’  Forthwith, German merchants
were authorized to remove the blacks, who had been brought to England mainly
from Africa.  With that royal stamp of the foot, the influx of the dark-skinned was
abruptly halted ...”

   Elsewhere in the article the author wrote:  “No one was told to prepare for a
multiracial society.”  What she should have said was:  “No one was asked if he
or she wished Britain to become a multiracial society.”
   The accompanying illustrations hardly do justice to the theme of “Underclass in
the Making” and the racial prejudice which is alleged to abound here.

LAWS WE DO NOT NEED
From the Birmingham Evening Mail

   Surely if the Labour Government can abolish the Industrial Relations Acts
instigated by the Conservatives, then why should a Conservative Government
not consider abolishing Labour’s Race Relations Acts?  They do nothing to
enhance relations between the various citizens of the U.K.
   I am sure we do not need laws of this nature to tell us how to live together.
 Roy Alldrick  Chairman, Washwood Heath Ward, Conservative Association.

WANTED Folk Loyal men and women to be £12 ( OAP etc. £6) a

year PATRIOTIC PEOPLE’S POWER PARTY MEMBERS OR VOLUNTEERS

whose main reward will be to win our forebears’ wrought and

fought for homeland back from parasites and Folk Traitors and

their mass imported alien leechers and cheap labour whose hid

policy is to exalt their cultures and selves by burying Our Folk and

culture that unitedly we must firmly reverse e,g, by using their

twisted legal rope to choke us to hang them before they bury us.

 Membership’s basic rules are total loyalty to our party members

democratic majority decided ( Or in a crisis by our elected reps )

ground policies of a tough dedication to one’s own and folk’s

welfare and freedom that thru our practical alternative producer

politic to the present parasite one fires a fighting spirit trained and

ready to rid our streets and halls etc. of anti democratic alien loyal

fanatic mobs and oust Folk Traitors etc. with their welcomed in

cheap labour and shyster armies in a fight to the death for the

Human Right of Our Folk to Survive and Thrive by making our

taxes paid  politicians, police etc. do their Folk Loyal duty of

resolutely defending Our Folk’s Rights to peacefully demonstrate

and speak our minds thru our media, in our shops and taxed for

libraries etc. without  fear of being hounded from our homes, jobs

and arrested, beaten, jailed, acci-murdered under an undemocratic

decided excuse e.g. “Being liable to cause a breach of the peace”

to suppress Our Folk in our forebears’ wrought and fought for

country in submission to i.e. the wily Occupied Palestine loyal

Khazar Capitalist and Communist Comrade Commissar Pseudo

Jew loan sharks’ made orders that we must fight and die for their

vampiric usury dictated politic in democracy’s name while denying

our right to query the truth of their lies and support of alien rule

favouring mobs etc. that cause Our Folk’s need to rise to enforce

life’s Natural Human Right Law to stay alive and live in liberty

by using all the needed force to proudly be and keep being A Free

Folk  by never letting Folk Traitors to again us yoke with leechers

by whom we are bled till  dead as their cowed slavish goy mokes

WELCOME TO THE TRAITOR UNION CONGRESSES OF THE
COSMOPOLITE CAPITALISTS’ COWED AND QUEERED UNIONS

BEDDED WITH NEW ‘LABOUR’    COLLABORATORS TO LIBERALLY
BIRTH OLD CONSERVATIVES

WHO AS A UNIT, CONTRARILY IN DEMOCRACY’S NAME, TOADILY
BOW TO THEIR IMPERIALIST COSMOPOLITE PARASITE MONEY
MASTER’S PUPPET ROYALTY AND FIGUREHEAD KEEPER, WITH

THEIR PALACES, GRACE AND FAVOUR HOMES ETC., OF THIS USURY
ROTTED CLASS CASTE FLUNKEY RANKED FEUDAL SOCIETY AND
ITS FOLK TRAITOR WELCOMERS OF CAPITALIST CHEAP
LABOUR IN THE NAME OF SOCIALISM ETC. IN CAHOOTS WITH
THE GOYPHOBIC PARASITES’ PARLIAMENT OF PUPPET
POLITICIANS  WHOM AS E.G. THE NOW SMALL BUSINESS MINDED
NAMED NEW ‘LABOUR’ PARTYNEW ‘LABOUR’ PARTYNEW ‘LABOUR’ PARTYNEW ‘LABOUR’ PARTY BAN KEIR HARDIE’S, KEIR HARDIE’S, KEIR HARDIE’S, KEIR HARDIE’S, A FOUNDER OF

THE ORIGINALLY   FOLK LOYAL LABOUR PARTY, MOTTO: BRITISHBRITISHBRITISHBRITISH

JOBS FOR BRITISH WORKERSJOBS FOR BRITISH WORKERSJOBS FOR BRITISH WORKERSJOBS FOR BRITISH WORKERS WHO THEY NOW, IRONICALLY
PARROTING THEIR SELF GOD CHOSEN RACE BOSSES,
OFFENSIVELY CALL RACISTS AND TERRORISE OUT OF HOMES
AND JOBS PLUS JAIL OFT UNDER TORTUROUS CONDITIONS AND
AT TIMES ACCI-MURDER IF THEY DARE TO EXPRESS ANY FOLK
LOYALTY AGAINST BEING BBC AND ITV ETC. MEDIA MIND
MUGGED TO BELIEVE THE LEECHY STOCK EXCHANGE RULERS’
BOUGHT AND SOLD SLAVERY OF THEM IS DEMOCRACY
WHEREIN THEY SHOULD AS SERVILE SUBJECTS MEEKLY
ACCEPT BEING BEE HIVE REARED AS THEIR LEECHERS’ BLED
UNTIL DEAD MAX CHEAPEST WORK AND WAR FODDER WHO
MEEKLY GO AND DIE IN FOREIGN FIELDS TO UNTO THE
COSMOPOLITE PARASITES’ LED MASS INVASION AND FOLK
TRAITOR GREETED HORDES OF OUR FOLK’S FOES I.E. ALIEN
SHYSTERS AND CHEAP LABOUR PROMOTED TO BE OUR
SUPERVISORY SHOPKEEPERS, TEACHERS, DOCTORS, POLICE ETC.,

YIELD THEIR WROUGHT AND FOUGHT FOR LAND, HOMES AND FAMILIES WHOM THE PARASITES FROM CRADLE TO THE
GRAVE MASS MEDIA MIND MOULD TO BETRAY THEIR FOREBEARS, SOLDIERS ETC. AND COMMIT FOLK SUICIDE BY MULTIMULTIMULTIMULTI

MIXED RACE GENETIC DEMOCIDEMIXED RACE GENETIC DEMOCIDEMIXED RACE GENETIC DEMOCIDEMIXED RACE GENETIC DEMOCIDE WHILE LETTING THEIR COUNTRY BE MADE ANOTHER SERVILE SERVICE STATION COLONY IN
THE ANTI-GENTILE ELITIST SELF SAINTED GOD CHOSEN RACIST PSEUDO JEW KHAZAR CAPITALIST AND COMMUNIST
COMRADE COMMISSARS GLOBAL IMPERIUM OF USURY WHOSE AIM IS, FROM THEIR RUTHLESS AND ILLEGAL — ACCORDING
TO THE BASIC UNITED NATION’S CHARTER, THO SLYLY IT WAS TREACHEROUSLY OVERRIDDEN BY THE WILY COSMOPOLITE
PARASITES’ USURIOUS WAR LOANS SHACKLED SECURITY COUNCIL COUNTRIES — OCCUPIED PALESTINE, TO RULE THE WORLD
BY DESTROYING THE LIFE ENRICHING VARIETY OF FOLK AND CULTURES, AS SURELY AS THEIR CREED OF GREED ISAS SURELY AS THEIR CREED OF GREED ISAS SURELY AS THEIR CREED OF GREED ISAS SURELY AS THEIR CREED OF GREED IS
ERADICATING THE WORLDS FLOWERS AND RESOURCES ETC.,ERADICATING THE WORLDS FLOWERS AND RESOURCES ETC.,ERADICATING THE WORLDS FLOWERS AND RESOURCES ETC.,ERADICATING THE WORLDS FLOWERS AND RESOURCES ETC., BY  MULTI MIX RACING THE WORLD’S FOLK INTO A  PROPERTYLESS,
POWERLESS, ROOTLESS, SELF DIVISIVE LUMPEN PROLETARIAT OF THE MAX CHEAPEST WORK AND WAR FODDER WHO AS
PROPAGANDA INDOCTRINED, POSSIBLY POSSIBLY POSSIBLY POSSIBLY AS CATTLE IVF BRED OR CLONED,IVF BRED OR CLONED,IVF BRED OR CLONED,IVF BRED OR CLONED,  BIO-ROBOTS UNCARINGLY SLAUGHTER EACH OTHER
TO CREATE AND UPKEEP A GLOBAL GANGSTERDOM OF CAPITALIST AND COMMUNIST COMRADE COMMISSAR PSEUDO JEW
KHAZAR SELF SAINTED GOD CHOSEN RACISTS, WHICH SAID GOD, THEY SO PIOUSLY CLAIM, DIVINED THEY SHOULD OCCUPY
PALESTINE AND RULE THE WORLD.   THUSTHUSTHUSTHUS            SAYING GOD ITSELF IS A RACIST WHO CREATES THEM AND ENSHRINES THEIR PITILESS SAYING GOD ITSELF IS A RACIST WHO CREATES THEM AND ENSHRINES THEIR PITILESS SAYING GOD ITSELF IS A RACIST WHO CREATES THEM AND ENSHRINES THEIR PITILESS SAYING GOD ITSELF IS A RACIST WHO CREATES THEM AND ENSHRINES THEIR PITILESS        

IMPERIALIST ELITIST RACISMIMPERIALIST ELITIST RACISMIMPERIALIST ELITIST RACISMIMPERIALIST ELITIST RACISM        ....      OV  Ed.   CAMBROGIE MANUMIT   13.9.2006

        ZIONISED   LABOUR     LIBERAL   CONSERVATIVE

BLIND - DEAF - DUMB  THERE ARE NONE SO BLIND BE    THAN
THEY WHO WILL NOT SEE    THEY ARE BEING KEPT IN SLAVERY
BY THEIR LEECHERS’ USURY  OR SO DEAF THEY WILL NOT
HEAR  THEIR FELLOW FOLK’S FEAR   TO VOICE THEIR
THOUGHTS OF QUEERS    AND THE LEECHERS WHO THEM
STEER     OR SO DUMB THEY WILL NOT SPEAK     OTHER THAN
IN RESPECTFUL  SQUEAKS      AGAINST THOSE WHO KEEP THEM
SO MEEK   THEY THINK THEIR SLAVERY IS FREEDOM’S PEAK
WHILE THE COSMOPOLITE PARASITES’ PUPPET MP’S   AS FOLK
TRAITORS MAKE THEIR COUNTRY     A CHEAP WAR AND WORK
FODDER COLONY  IN SLY ZION’S GLOBAL IMPERIUM OF USURY



Serialed extracts from the PPPP’s manifesto book: THE JUSTICEANS' MILLENNIA 2,000 A.D.+THE JUSTICEANS' MILLENNIA 2,000 A.D.+THE JUSTICEANS' MILLENNIA 2,000 A.D.+THE JUSTICEANS' MILLENNIA 2,000 A.D.+  ( ISBN 09529719)

   The democratic, anti-regimentation, Folk Freedom spirited ideas herein, urging Folk sovereignty over the economy and thereby

parliament etc, are verifiably my life ones.  For I am not a toady turncoat or hired historian, who vane the political winds to cowardly kick

and demean the fallen and as flunkies fawningly kiss the victors, e.g. usury Capitalism's curbing of its utopic offsprings` Socialism and

Communism which, as a 24 yr. old, I summed up as: "Capitalism is the dictatorship in Democracy's name of usury Parasitism." "Socialism

is the dictatorship of the proletariat by the usurers thru  their kept in debt bureaucrats."  "The only possible Communism is in the graveyard

where we are all born dead equal."  To which end humanity is being led by max profits’ blinded Zionists

  As our Folk Family, since the Norman conquest, has been forcibly kept in pigsty slum ghettoes to wallow in their alien rulers "Beggars

ye be and beggars we'll keep ye" scoffingly cast at their, thought shit, cowed subjects, most grow to meekly take the ruling leechers bleeding

them to death and so be their own worst enemies.  So, to free our folk from being flung into the dung of history, we must end being made

beggarly duffers, dependants on a Scrooge state’s alms, to instead revitalise into a, self kept, happy Free Folk by winning the herein tenets

of true democracy, that doubtfully we can peacefully get, as our rulers will pitilessly use all their armed Folk Traitor forces to baulk their

burial, that needs a party of folk rooted, self supportive, steel strong Folk Patriots with wits and guts to fight a bloody Holy Folk War of

parasite purging to and after their Folk Democracy's victory, for creed of greed leechers will ever on our fools feed and  breed. So, to be free

our folk must bury the parasites by strangling  their usury made yoke that is choking our folk, for a folk who lack the wits and guts to be free

deserve to exist and die as slaves, slum ghetto battery bred, max press-stressed cheap labour / cannon fodder, to profit royalty and usurers,

history's arch enemies of democracy.   So I hope I give Folk Patriots a 21st c. on, clear vision of a just, democratic, workable Folk Fascism,

worth fighting for, against dictatorial Parasite Usurism, to bury the vile democidist Folk Traitors and their bosses, a few Capitalist /

Communist Pseudo-Jew Khazar Commissars who, guised in their hijacked religion, fly Trojan Horse banners of Anti-Racism to lure twits

to help enforce e.g. Straw’s Pro-Zionist elitist ‘Chosen’ racist multi mixed race genetic genocide  laws to divide, humble, enslave, debase,

erase and scornfully bury we Brits and other Folk Families in museum jars, to so deny their enslaved producers any Folk unity might,

needed to win the Human Right to work to live and not exist to be worked by Parasites.

   BOLDLY FIGHT TO LIVE OR COWARDLY LIE AND DIE  On p.10 of this manifesto are my opinions regarding the square

bracketed words of extracts from the pamphlet "THE RACE WAR"  { See page 8 } by Marcus Marable, an original Black Power

leader, { Another ethnic elitist seeking world power as other Folk Familys’ ethnic extincters} who seems to have fallen into our common

parasitical arch-enemys’ { Mostly the self "God Chosen” Khazar Pseudo-Jew Zionists.} divide to conquer, set trap of pretending to be friends

of each of our folk, whilst inter-ethnic prodding us to commit Folk Suicide by mixed breedings` genetic genocide, so we will easier slaughter

and enslave each other to be the cheapest possible mass bred factory and cannon fodder, who meekly serve the Zionists.   As Israel Cohen

brazenly wrote in his book "A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century" e.g. "By pounding into the consciousness of the dark races that for

centuries they have been oppressed by the Whites, {Who helped free them from being, the bible mythed Ham’s offspring, Noah’s cursed to

be forever slaves of Jewry.} we can mould them to our program. The terms ‘colonialism’ 'imperialism  must be featured in our propaganda.

In America we will aim for subtle victory.   While inflaming the Negro minority against the Whites, we will endeavour to instil in the Whites

a guilt complex for exploiting the Negroes.  We will aid the Negroes { Who the racist Pseudos  sneeringly call shwartzer.} to rise to promin-

ence in all  walks of life, in the trades, arts, professions, sports and entertainment.  With this prestige, the Negroes will be able to intermarry

with the Whites and begin a process, {Of mongrelisation and so obliteration of all races and ethnic Folk Families other than the Zionists.}

that will deliver America - then the world - to our cause.    Already the USA is Zionist equated by Kissinger, Albright, etc and kin briber

lobbyists` puppet presidents, senators, reps etc. causing the plundering of its natural riches; max robbing of its producers, ethnic extincting

of  its varied folk, who are max taxed to pay the usurers` interest and help their leechers` Occupy Palestine; at the cost of US youths` blood,

policing the world like the British, in their Shylockian bleeders usury driven imperialist wars, that  discredit, dishonour and eradicate the

Europeans who should build a world wide All Europeans` Defence League, as Africans etc. do e.g. the racial/ethnic loyal, proud Nigerians

etc. won’t let a Euro, Asian, Oriental or other AfrIcan hold a ruling post over them, tho some have the gall to call e.g. Europeans racists

for wanting like self ruling, in this global war, being waged, at the world`s folks` work, life and limb cost, by a self sanctified “Chosen

Race” aiming for total world rule. Other parts of this manifesto are my answers and tries to make a guide for any folk, with the wits and guts,

to turn back alien colonising invasions of  their homelands { Knowing, as Canute showed, we cannot stop tides, we can at least build walls

against floods of aliens drown ing us and sweeping away our Folk Families as sand castles.} and destroy any parasitical yoke, to win and

keep the power to be free from being the cosmopolite parasites' wage slaves in their own and foreign lands, by retaking the power to rule

themselves, so they can enjoy their folk social soul's evolved tongues and cultural etc. ways of life in their historical homelands; according

to nature's basic law - Only a species of life that keeps itself  fit, with the guts, wits and will to ably defend itself against being enslaved or

killed, in this tough predator's world, can have the strength to live; for the drive of life is the strive of each species to survive and thrive. This

can only be done if Folk Patriots develop their economic, political, martial, cultural creative skills, so they can enjoy a life of prosperous

peace by being strong anti-bodies that destroy all social cancerous growths of predator alien invaders with their Folk Traitor importers,

spreaders and promoters, e.g. Zion's tribe and bought Trojan Horse Folk Traitors, who betray and weaken a folk and like the Aids virus fool

their victims' social immune system into accepting parasites, who multiply and kill their host.  Unless they are isolated and stopped from

multiplying, as any sound-sense social system would do with the present, fay made, AIDS plague that threatens the existence of humanity,

due to the parasites' morally corrupted; meaning their acceptance of unhealthy ways of living that are self delusively good and socially

deadly, as the alcoholics and drug addicts are to others and themselves, whose sick minds think the liberty and welfare of the destructive

individual parasite and pervert etc to be free to spread their deadly viruses and thereby deadly misery, is more vital than the welfare and happ-

iness of the community of individuals, by having the social security to protect their lives and liberties; for without a parasiteless democratic

society there is no, secure birth of or freedom for, healthy-happy life creative and productive individuals.  Most social woes are due to the

usurers made wars, that mass murder, mentally mutilate and cripple the budding flower of a folk's regenerative alien resistivist youth, thus

sapping their immunising strength of economic, political, martial, cultural resistance to the perverts and deadly predators, who so weaken a

folk and spiritually drain with dire poverty, holocaustic wars, despair, sorrow, as to make a death wishing sick society that is easy prey to

vampiric parasites, who keep their victims slum ghetto bred to be bled until dead.  Proving history's verdict, that treachery is the most heinous

crime, as it causes the alien looting, raping, mass murdering, enslaving and death of one's folk.  So Folk Traitors, like sadists, have no moral

right to mercy; for they pitilessly hound, imprison, torture and acci-murder Folk Patriots, to let one’s own folk be killed off  by aliens.
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FOLK FORUM for letters and articles fostering United Folk Patriotism’s Strength   for UNITED WE WILL LIVE AND DIVIDED WE WILL DIE and it’s urgent to help stop
Our Folk being in a few years dodoed into oblivion by alien loyal democidic ethnic extincters driving us to commit Folk Suicide by multi mixed race genetic genocide to be cheap
labour and cannon fodder in our country now a colony in the paranoid megalomaniac Self Sanctified “God Chosen Race” Pseudo Jew Indo-Turk Khazar Capitalist and Communist
Comrade Commissars’ World Webbed Imperium of Usury helped by their bought and viler flunky Folk Traitors who our forebears would have rightly shot and cast out their invited  
invaders   for Folk Traitors are life’s worst scum, foulest of foes and most heinous of racists for they gladly betray their kin and Folk Family to be sapped then bloodily annihilated in
favour of a ruthless alien race of parasite dictators who live by bleeding till dead the producers for the fruits of their work thru ruling over their mass medias’ penned sheepish flock of
toady collaborators whose cowardly way of trying to please our insatiable leechers is causing Our Folk’s oblivion that we can only end by being a Folk Faithful unity of devoted activists
with the wits and guts to when able with all non self destructive means take control of our economy to get the military, political, cultural power without waiting for a messianic leader
to win the majority of our kinfolk’s hailing of Our Loyal Folk’s Victory to survive and thrive forever freed from this class caste flunkey ranked slavery for we prefer to fight to make the
parasites commit their own suicidal Final Solution by we economically etc. helping fellow producers to win the inevitable Decisive Conflicts to live and die worthily freed from slavery
in a Grimm’s mass media mind muddled and Pied Piper led into Carrolls’ Wonderland believing our leechers lies as in Andersen’s “The Emperors New Clothes” while existing on an
Orwellian “Animal Farm” as unequally equal guinea pigs in a scientific social psychology run lab, propagandised to think we live in a democracy anthening “God Save Royalty”
having been Big Boss carrot and stick driven to exist on booze, porn and balls to be cattleised, lovelessly lab bred, cloned, biocomputerised peanut paid en-gene-ered robotic slaves
vacuously serving a leechy tribe of elitist parasites as their conned toady idiots used to gain their world power aims as a self haloed God Chosen Race and Churchill’s (“Popular
Science” June1925)? writ wish that maybe made Huxley novel it in his “Brave New World” which is evolving rapidly

OUR CAUSE  Like other parties in history we the Patriotic People’s Power Party ( PPPP) were born to fight for Our Folk’s desire to survive and thrive by destroying the evil
threatening to exterminate us against which we shall use our media etc. to foster as our name betokens Folk Loyal Nationalism i.e. Folk Family Unity or Folk Fascism which name the
puppets of Zionism ( Parasitism, Racism and Imperialism’s peak) can call we giving us no shame for it is one of the few names that embodies an anti parasite politic that the
leechers express fear of as most others e.g. Conservative, SWP, Labour, Communist are just our leechers’ loving carrot and stick parties whom as their money masters’ voices howl
against Fascism in their phony democracy’s name ironically snorting against our urged Populism i.e. Sober Majority Folk Willed Rule ( The only real democracy) that they attack thru
their medias’ daily lies against us now backfiring on them to give us good free publicity that is winning over their disaffected who less vote for the cosmopolite parasites’ puppets and
are rightly turning to us saying As you Fascists are our parasites’ most feared foes then you must be we producers best friends who say we must bury our leechers to the reign over
our made wealth gain. This Folk Positive Propagation trend is making our Folk Traitor rulers tear out their hair in despair for in their haste to bury Our Folk Identity that unifies us in
our fight against being suicidally genetic genocidally etc. bred into multi mixed race cheap labour they make draconic laws against us and abusively call our Folk Patriotic Civil
Servants, Military, Police “Institutionalised Racists” for as Europeans having, like all true Orientals, Africans, Asians etc. healthy natural species of life an instinctive self preservation
Natural Patriotism to serve and preserve their Caucasian kith and kin for which cause the PPPP exist aware that we will be ruthlessly opposed by our treacherous foes who like we
must fight ( As nature only accepts those having the strength to exist) to decide whom will rule in our land the Parasites as Our Folk’s exterminators or we Producers as Our Folk’s
propagators   So Parasites, Folk Traitors, Toady Collaborators heed this warning:  The Souls of Folk Patriots you hunt, tor- ture and murder expect their kinfolk to avenge them as
they would them in this holiest of wars you started for Our Folk to be or not to be  LIVING AS A FREE FOLK ETERNALLY

OUR AIMS The survival of our lands’ genetic, history, cultural, geo united Folk needs the undivisive strength of an ethnic (W)elsh(I)rish((S)cots(E)nglish run and owned
Republican Confederal Britain with a united outer military, economic, political, cultural defence based on the max inner unity of Competitive Producers’ anti usury/pollution run
cooptivist industries; Humane social welfare; Co-ordinated laws for Our Folk’s best ( Or we can be divided and conquered ) to reduce crime etc.  For which the Irish need to unite
before cosy chaired ‘Good Doers’ and FolkTraitors ( Who even con their kin by claiming to be Folk loyal Socialists whom they stab in the back by greeting more Capitalist leechy  
aliens in.   ) make the Irish bury themselves - As duped Brits in other parts of Britain are doing - unless the leechers are rooted or as needed booted out by our retrieving the wealth
they robbed from Our Folk to pay their transport home. “Nazis steal our hard earned wealth” We hear the sly leeches wail.  That the pitiless robbers gloatingly bleeed out of their
bled till dead pauperised producers.   Ref: The EU etc. We are for a world money but not one worthed by leechy Soro speculators who bleed countries into being their colonies and,

as if  sheep, fleece the producers of their work’s worthed money, so we urge Our Folk to KEEP and DO AS THEY LIKE with THEIR  WORK’S MADE MONEY

OUR VOICE   As a media of the PPPP = PATRIOTIC PEOPLES POWER PARTY so you can help us be viable TO VOICE OUR FOLK’S WILL we ask Folk Loyal
organisations and persons to buy their legally responsible say and so add YOUR VOICES to make “OUR VOICE” heard on most anything ( With a truly named etc. SAE to be kept
secret and only published as you say and per word and number pay for ) in notice, articles, letters etc. that will stay the author’s copyright outside their use by “OUR VOICE” and
its affiliated.  Verified Paid ads got after 1 week before our publication will most likely have to wait for the next publication.  Ads  discounts = 15% between 5 to 25; 25% to 50; 35%
for any over 50 issues of “OUR VOICE” whose public sale price +  add any post cost is 50p; a 12 issue subscription £10;  Bulk buying discounts = as the above Ads.  Half of early  
returned issues will be refunded   Overseas Buyers and Advertisers  need only add the air or sea postage costs to the above stated prices and pay us in British money by Travellers’
Cheque  <  This c. sized 187 words at our VAT incl. price of 25p per word/number ( c.75% less than other papers ) would cost £46 + £2.pw for a BOX NR. to be paid only by cheque
or PO ( Cartoons, pictures, styled adverts etc. will be at consulted prices) At postage cost all  pw mail can be posted to the advertiser

 Any articles sent ( We may publish anonymous ones the senders hereby knowing they will lose their payments if we do not publish them ) will only be published by  “OUR
VOICE” or its affiliates if their editors think them within their mores and acceptable to their FOLK LOYAL readers who as we accept that life is the strife to survive and thrive even
among the human race made of history’s evolved life enriching many varied cultures, tongues, races, ethnics that to feed etc. their growing folk numbers are territorially etc. expansive
so we must each be co-operatively protective of own survival and maybe our evolved continuity in a confederal world order thru a peaceful merger of economies, tongues, cultures etc.
for which reasons we will resist any favouring  of life’s most ruthless predators i.e. Parasites and Folk Traitors who for self profit spread their folk debase and erase perversities
resulting in the deadly AIDS whose sodomic carriers are kept alive to more spread love’s death and fairily dance on the streets demanding ( From our parasite yoked folk who dare
not against them talk ) more Human Rights to murder Humanity plus we have MAD COW DISEASE ETC. ( Factualising the old saying: “WHOMEVER THE GODS’ WISH TO DESTROY THEY

FIRST MAKE MAD” ) and the agitating of the world’s races etc. against each other to divide and conquer us and make us peanut paid multi mixed race cheap labour and cannon fodder
slaves serving a leechy anti social welfare usury bred and fed self sanctified “GOD CHOSEN RACE” of PSEUDO JEW KHAZARS whose DEMOCIDIC PROPAGANDA AND DRACONIC ANTI FOLK

POWER LAWS ETC. PLUS  IN WORK AND IN WORK AND WARS  BEING BLED UNTIL DEAD FOR THEM have weakened many of Our Folk’s wills to survive and thrive and so they must be revived
out of their suicidal sickness by eliminating our mind poisoners as ruthlessly as they do any sucker folk that swallow e.g. THE PITILESS  PSEUDO JEW KHAZAR CAPITALIST AND COMMUNIST

COMRADE COMMISSARS’ WAILING WALL ANTI-RACISM BULL of contradictively ( For they have over many generations bled billions of us until dead as usury bred and fed leechy rulers
that they fervently deny despite it being an obvious truth seen in their owning most of the world’s top businesses, art works etc. which were leeched from their suckered folk on
earth - not got from a god in heaven ) being a  persecuted “God Chosen Race” that clearly makes their god a racist bigot    So any betrayal of our military etc. dead and other
undermining of our folk e.g.. by favourably publishing our leechers’ import of cheap labour  ( As only in need will we let aliens be our advisers never Our Folk’s supervisors or
sports’ etc. reps. for if we can’t fight to win life’s battles then we should be museum stuffed as a dodo folk ) will be tabu and if done will end the editors job as decided by “OUR
VOICE” etc. Elected Guardians for going against their party etc. founders’ wishes to preserve Our Folk by winning back control of our economy and so military, political, cultural
power to revive Our Folk’s natural lust to strife to survive and thrive that is secured by being soul bonded in Our Folk Patriotic Politic that is religiously spirited in Our Folk Church
Schools AS OUR INSULATION AGAINST ISOLATION AND EXTERMINATION

This is a FREE OPINION PAPER whose writers and editors are only legally responsible for their given views so if the above is to‘good doers’ etc. a  too raw sketch of the causes of
Our Folk being led down Suicide Rd. and how to change it by burying Folk Traitor rulers ( If not too late ) to turn Our Folk from the edge of extinction then let aliens bury the
fools who have Patriots hunted, jailed, tortured, killed for trying to warn Our Folk via e.g. “Our Voice” which as other Brit media is banned by Folk Traitors from libraries,
shops, etc. that boast AntiBrit African, Asian, Jewish etc. media

Please send ads and donations as all payments to our cause by recorded post to F.P. WALSH PPPP, PO BOX 38003, LONDON SW19 6XQ, BRITAIN.  A  SAE  included or over £15
donation will be acknowledged so any donater can know it has gone into a bank account and not in anybody’s pocket they will also by a SAE request will get from us each c. Apr.
and Oct. a full account of the fund which will be primarily used to build our economic base to be run as humanely efficient as possible by our folk employed at the social average
rates with the top paid getting no more than 15% above our employeds’ average to with the help of our best possible supported volunteers work to have the power to help our
cause’s £14 ( £7. OAP  ETC.) per year registered members and when able non members to have kin ethnic staffed Safe Refuges and Nursing etc. homes ( Any donated or reasonable
rented properties will be welcomed ) plus for LEGAL AID AND FAMILY HELP IF ARRESTED, JAILED ETC. FOR FIGHTING FOR OUR FOLK’S FREEDOM AND PREVENTION FROM EXTINCTION
ETC. IN OUR HOLY FIGHT TO DEATH STRUGGLE TO WIN BACK AND FOREVER KEEP OUR FOREBEARS’ WROUGHT AND FOUGHT FOR LAND   IN THIS OUR BATTLE FOR   BRITAIN  IN
MEMORY OF THOSE WHO HAVE FOUGHT AND DIED IN BATTLES OF BRITAIN

PROUD TO FIGHT TO BE AND KEEP FREE   FOREVER LIVE OUR FOLK    HAIL OUR VICTORY  SKOL!    CM  FPW
                     Help to Spread Our World Wide Web:-  www.ab4ps.com


